HALLOWEEN VOCABULARY WORD SEARCH PUZZLE

Find and circle the words in the word search puzzle and number the pictures.

1. pumpkin
2. witch
3. haunted house
4. ghost
5. trick or treat
6. bats
7. werewolf
8. graveyard
9. skull
10. coffin
11. party
12. skeleton
13. wand
14. warlock
15. broom
16. scarecrow
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HALLOWEEN VOCABULARY WORD SEARCH PUZZLE 2

Find and circle the words in the word search puzzle and number the pictures

1. sweets
2. potion
3. spell
4. death
5. vampire
6. monster
7. mummy
8. zombie
9. Frankenstein
10. black cat
11. owl
12. spooky tree
13. mask
14. spider
15. cauldron
16. devil
Find and circle the words in the word search puzzle and number the pictures:

1. pumpkin
2. witch
3. haunted house
4. ghost
5. trick or treat
6. bats
7. werewolf
8. graveyard
9. skull
10. coffin
11. party
12. skeleton
13. wand
14. warlock
15. broom
16. scarecrow
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Halloween Vocabulary Word Search Puzzle 2 Answer Key

Find and circle the words in the word search puzzle and number the pictures.

1. sweets
2. potion
3. spell
4. death
5. vampire
6. monster
7. mummy
8. zombie
9. Frankenstein
10. black cat
11. owl
12. spook tree
13. mask
14. spider
15. cauldron
16. devil
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